Year 5 Recommended Book List
At Bulphan we aim to create a love of literature in all our children.
Reading can support well-being drastically. Below is a list of age-appropriate, diverse
and challenge texts that we encourage children to enjoy reading at home.
Thank you for your on-going support with the children’s reading.

Title

Author

Stormbreaker – an action adventure series
Walter and Me - Is a story of inspiration, redemption, and the
deep passion two brothers felt for the sport of football.
Black Beauty – A classic
Beatle Boy – a Tom Fletcher book club choice
Goldfish boy- Twelve-year-old Matthew is usually trapped in his
bedroom by crippling OCD until Matthew must turn detective
and unravel the mystery of toddler Teddy's disappearance.

Anthony Horowitz
Michael Morpurgo

Boy in the Tower- A boy who lives in a tower block sees the

Polly Ho-Yen

Anna Sewell
M.G. Leonard
Lisa Thompson

whole world below him. But one day the tower begins to crumble
and fall. The world around him collapses amongst peculiar and
menacing plants. Is all hope lost or can he find a way out?
A series of unfortunate events
What not to do if you turn invisible- With intriguing twists from
start to finish, this story is a roller coaster of emotions. It will
warm your heart and fill your head with wonder! A fast, funny
and really satisfying read that sparks the imagination.
High-Rise Mystery- A new whodunnit murder mystery series
from Netherlands
Flour Babies- Let chaos reign. When the annual school science
fair comes around, Mr Cartwright's class don't get to work on the
Soap Factory, the Maggot Farm or the Exploding Custard Tins. To
their intense disgust they get the Flour Babies

Lemony Snickett
Ross Welford

The Wind in the WillowsWho Let the Gods Out- A laugh out loud tale involving the Gods
of Greek mythology.

Kenneth Grahame
Maz Evans

The Breadwinner- 11-year-old Parvana is forced by to become
the breadwinner for her family in a war-torn, Taliban ruled,
Afghanistan.

Deborah Ellis

Sharna Jackson
Anne Fine

I have read this
book

